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Literature Review

Two significant findings emerged from this review.

● First, most of the theoretical literature in this �eld is outdated, with the latest breakthroughs dating

back 8-9 years. This may be attributed to the arrival of disruptive technologies such as AI, the internet

of things, and quantum computing, which are currently signi�cantly transforming political, economic,

and social aspects of human life. Consequently, existing theories cannot e�ectively encompass and

comprehend the ongoing century-long global transformations. I have compiled some current

theoretical literature and summaries on digital civic engagement, which you can �nd below.

● Second, due to the complexities and diversities brought about by the digital era, it is essential to

abandon the traditional top-down approach to understanding the impact of technological

advancements on human political activities, particularly democratic activities. Instead, a more practical

and actionable approach is to analyze the changes brought by digital technologies through case studies,

starting from the conventional modes of civic engagement.

Some of the outstanding work on the topic (and summary) includes, but not limited to the following:

● Bennett, W. L., & Segerberg, A. (2012). The logic of connective action: Digital media and the

personalization of contentious politics. Information, Communication & Society, 15(5),

739-768.

The concept of connective action, emphasizing how digital media, particularly social platforms, have reshaped

political activism. They argue that contemporary political movements are characterized by decentralized, loosely

organized networks that utilize digital tools to personalize engagement. This new form of activism relies on the

rapid sharing of emotionally resonant content, enabling individuals to participate based on personal values and

interests rather than strict ideological alignment. Through case studies, the authors illustrate how digital media

facilitate the spread of information, the formation of like-minded networks, and the maintenance of

momentum, ultimately transforming the dynamics of political contention.
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● Coleman, S., & Blumler, J. G. (2009). The Internet and democratic citizenship: Theory,

practice, and policy. Cambridge University Press.

The authors explore the relationship between the internet and democratic citizenship. They argue that the

internet has the potential to both enhance and challenge democratic engagement. The book delves into various

theoretical perspectives on how the internet can foster informed, participatory citizenship, while also discussing

practical implications and policy considerations. It emphasizes the importance of digital literacy, the role of

online platforms in promoting civic discourse, and the potential for online spaces to facilitate political

mobilization and expression. The authors analyze both the positive and negative aspects of internet-mediated

democratic participation, ultimately highlighting the complex interplay between technology, citizenship, and

governance.

● Gil de Zúñiga, H., Diehl, T., & Liu, J. H. (2017). Political engagement and social media use

in the 2016 US presidential election. NewMedia & Society, 19(11), 1840-1857.

the authors investigate the relationship between social media use and political engagement during the 2016 US

presidential election. They argue that social media platforms serve as signi�cant avenues for political

participation, providing individuals with opportunities to access political information, engage in discussions,

and express their opinions. The article highlights that the use of social media for political purposes varies based

on factors such as socio-demographic characteristics, political interest, and the types of activities individuals

engage in online. The authors emphasize the importance of considering both active and passive forms of social

media engagement when examining their impact on political participation. Overall, the article underscores the

evolving role of social media in shaping contemporary political engagement and the complex ways in which it

in�uences citizens' interactions with the political process.

● Vaccari, C., Valeriani, A., Barberá, P., Bonneau, R., Jost, J. T., Nagler, J., ... & Tucker, J. A.

(2016). Social media and political communication: A survey of Twitter users during the 2013

Italian general election. Rivista Italiana di Scienza Politica, 46(3), 357-377.

The authors examine the relationship between social media use, speci�cally Twitter, and political

communication during the 2013 Italian general election. They argue that Twitter plays a crucial role in

facilitating political discussions and information dissemination, enabling users to engage with political content,

express their opinions, and interact with candidates. The article highlights that social media engagement is

associated with increased political interest and participation, although its e�ects can vary based on factors like

users' pre-existing political attitudes and the content they encounter. The study emphasizes the potential of
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social media as a tool for enhancing democratic engagement but also raises questions about the potential for

echo chambers and selective exposure to information. Overall, the article underscores the evolving landscape of

political communication in the digital age and the intricate interplay between social media, citizen engagement,

and the political process.

● Gibson, R. K., &McAllister, I. (2017). Does political discussion on social media help or

hinder deliberation? Evidence from Australia and the United Kingdom. Political Studies,

65(3), 512-529.

The authors investigate the impact of political discussions on social media platforms on the deliberative process

in the contexts of Australia and the United Kingdom. They argue that while social media can provide a space for

citizens to engage in political conversations and share diverse viewpoints, the quality of deliberation may be

compromised by factors such as the tendency for like-minded individuals to cluster together, reinforcing

pre-existing beliefs rather than fostering open and informed discussions. The article presents empirical evidence

that suggests a mixed e�ect, where social media interactions can enhance deliberative engagement for some users

while hindering it for others, particularly when discussions become polarized or are dominated by emotionally

charged content. The study highlights the complex nature of political deliberation in the digital era and

underscores the need for a nuanced understanding of how social media interactions impact the quality of

democratic discourse.

● Loader, B. D., Vromen, A., & Xenos, M. A. (2014). The networked young citizen: Social

media, political participation and civic engagement. Information, Communication &

Society, 17(2), 143-150.

The authors explore the relationship between social media, political participation, and civic engagement among

young citizens. They argue that social media platforms provide young individuals with new avenues for political

expression, participation, and engagement, which di�er from traditional modes of involvement. The article

highlights how social media can foster both informal, everyday forms of political communication as well as more

formalized forms of engagement such as signing petitions or attending protests. The authors emphasize that

while social media o�er the potential to enhance political awareness and involvement among young citizens,

there are challenges and complexities related to the quality, impact, and inclusivity of their participation. The

study underlines the need to consider both the opportunities and limitations of social media in shaping the

political behavior and engagement of the younger generation.
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● Shah, D. V., McLeod, J. M., & Yoon, S. H. (2001). Communication, context, and community:

An exploration of print, broadcast, and Internet influences. Communication Research,

28(4), 464-506.

The authors examine how di�erent media formats—print, broadcast, and the internet—impact individuals'

political engagement and community participation. They argue that media use in�uences political behaviors and

attitudes through various mechanisms, including agenda-setting, framing, and interpersonal communication.

The article highlights that while traditional media play a role in shaping individuals' political awareness and

behavior, the internet's interactive nature provides unique opportunities for customized information

consumption and engagement. The authors emphasize the importance of considering the interplay between

media formats, individual attributes, and social contexts when analyzing the e�ects of media on civic

participation and community engagement. The study underscores the complex relationship between media and

society, revealing how communication technologies interact with individuals' preferences and broader social

dynamics to shape political involvement and community connections.

● Coleman, S., & Moss, G. (2012). The nature of slacktivism: How the social observability of an

initial act of token support affects subsequent prosocial action. Journal of Consumer

Research, 39(6), 1149-1166.

The authors investigate the phenomenon of "slacktivism," where individuals engage in minimal, low-cost forms

of online support or activism without deeply committing to a cause. They argue that the social observability of

these initial token acts can in�uence subsequent engagement. The article highlights that while online actions like

signing petitions or sharing posts might create an impression of participation, they could also lead to reduced

motivation for more substantial, o�ine engagement due to a perceived sense of accomplishment. The authors

suggest that understanding the dynamics of slacktivism is crucial for organizations and activists seeking to

harness online support for meaningful social change. The study emphasizes the need to design online campaigns

that promote meaningful, sustained involvement rather than shallow expressions of support.

● Obar, J. A., &Wildman, S. (2015). Social media definition and the governance challenge: An

introduction to the special issue. Telecommunications Policy, 39(9), 745-750.

The authors address the complexities surrounding the de�nition and governance of social media platforms.

They argue that the rapidly evolving nature of social media technology presents challenges in accurately de�ning

what constitutes social media and in determining appropriate regulatory frameworks. The article emphasizes

that di�erent de�nitions can have signi�cant implications for policy, legal, and regulatory decisions related to
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issues like privacy, content moderation, and free expression. The authors highlight the need for a nuanced

understanding of social media's characteristics and functions, and they suggest that e�ective governance requires

a balance between enabling innovation and protecting individual and societal interests. The study underscores

the evolving landscape of social media and the importance of thoughtful, adaptable governance strategies to

address the dynamic challenges posed by these platforms.

● Wells, C., & Shah, D. V. (2017). Digital political expression, democracy, and participation:

Considering the dialectic. Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 61(2), 338-355.

The authors examine the relationship between digital political expression and its impact on democracy and

participation. They argue that digital platforms provide individuals with new avenues to engage in political

discourse, enabling them to express their opinions and connect with like-minded individuals across geographical

boundaries. However, the authors also highlight the potential drawbacks, such as the creation of echo chambers

that reinforce existing beliefs and hinder exposure to diverse perspectives. They emphasize the importance of a

dialectical approach, wherein the bene�ts and challenges of digital political expression are weighed to ensure a

more informed and inclusive democratic discourse.

● Norris, P., & Curtice, J. (2016). UK election analysis 2015: Media, voters and the campaign.

Political Communication, 33(2), 332-342.

The authors analyze the role of media and its interaction with voters during the 2015 UK election campaign.

They contend that traditional media still signi�cantly shapes public opinion and political discourse, despite the

increasing in�uence of digital communication. The authors highlight the media's potential to set the agenda and

frame issues, impacting voter perceptions and political outcomes. Additionally, they emphasize the complex

relationship between traditional media and online platforms, underscoring the need for a comprehensive

understanding of how these mediums interplay in shaping voter engagement and campaign dynamics.

● Mossberger, K., Tolbert, C. J., & McNeal, R. S. (2007). Digital citizenship: The Internet,

society, and participation. MIT Press.

The authors explore the concept of digital citizenship and its implications for internet usage, societal

engagement, and participation. They argue that as technology becomes integral to modern life, the idea of

citizenship extends to the digital realm, encompassing not just rights and responsibilities but also new forms of

engagement and interaction. The authors examine how digital divides and disparities in access to technology can

impact civic participation, highlighting the potential for both inclusive and exclusionary e�ects of digital
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citizenship. They emphasize the need to promote digital skills and equitable access to ensure that individuals can

fully participate in the digital age and contribute to democratic processes and community building.

● Young, N., & Levy, D. A. (2009). The internet and the 2008 Canadian election: The challenge

of internet exceptionalism. Canadian Journal of Political Science, 42(4), 903-926.

The authors examine the role of the internet in the context of the 2008 Canadian election. They challenge the

notion of "internet exceptionalism," which suggests that the internet fundamentally transforms political

dynamics and engagement. Instead, they argue that while the internet o�ers new opportunities for political

communication and participation, its impact is mediated by existing structures and dynamics, such as

socioeconomic factors and traditional media. The authors highlight the need to view the internet's in�uence

within a broader framework that considers its interaction with established political processes and structures,

acknowledging both its potential to reshape political communication and its limitations in fostering widespread

political change.

● Milner, H. (2013). Civic networks in Canada: Towards a networked model of social media in

political communication. Canadian Journal of Communication, 38(4), 555-574.

The author explores the evolving landscape of political communication in Canada through the lens of social

media and civic networks. Milner argues that social media platforms are transforming political engagement by

facilitating decentralized and interactive forms of communication. The author proposes a "networked model"

that emphasizes the interconnectedness of citizens, politicians, and organizations in the digital realm. Milner

highlights how social media can foster participatory democracy, amplify diverse voices, and enable bottom-up

political mobilization. However, the author also acknowledges challenges, such as the potential for information

bubbles and the need for digital literacy to navigate these platforms e�ectively. The article underscores the

signi�cance of understanding the complex interplay between technological a�ordances, social networks, and

political communication dynamics in the context of contemporary democratic practices in Canada.

● Taylor, Z. (2016). Civil Society and Digital Citizenship: A Comparative Analysis of Canada

and the US. In The Civic Web: Young People, the Internet, and Civic Participation (pp.

143-163). MIT Press.

The author conducts a comparative analysis of digital citizenship and its relationship to civil society in Canada

and the United States. Taylor examines how young people engage with digital platforms to participate in civic

activities and how this engagement di�ers between the two countries. The author underscores the importance of

understanding the nuanced ways in which digital technologies intersect with civic participation, highlighting
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variations in political culture, education, and social structures that in�uence young people's digital citizenship

experiences. Taylor's analysis ultimately contributes to a broader understanding of how the internet shapes the

interaction between youth, civic engagement, and the unique contexts of civil society in Canada and the US.

● Han, H. S., & Hovy, D. (2018). Social media use, political knowledge, and political

participation in Canada. Information, Communication & Society, 21(11), 1516-1533.

The authors investigate the relationship between social media use, political knowledge, and political

participation in the context of Canada. They argue that while social media platforms o�er opportunities for

individuals to access political information and engage in discussions, the impact on political knowledge and

participation is complex. The authors �nd that heavy social media use can be associated with both increased

political knowledge and decreased political participation, potentially due to exposure to diverse viewpoints

without necessarily translating into active engagement. They highlight the need to consider the nuanced ways in

which social media in�uences political behaviors and suggest that promoting critical media literacy is crucial to

ensure that individuals can e�ectively navigate the digital information landscape and translate online

engagement into meaningful o�ine participation.

● Coleman, S., & Gøtze, J. (2013). Bowling online? Socio‐economic background, social capital,

and civic engagement in Denmark and Canada. NewMedia & Society, 15(7), 1115-1133.

The authors examine the relationship between socio-economic background, social capital, and civic engagement

in the context of online interactions in Denmark and Canada. They challenge the idea of online platforms

serving as an equalizing force for civic engagement, suggesting that socio-economic disparities persist in the

digital realm. The authors �nd that while the internet can facilitate certain forms of engagement, it does not

necessarily bridge existing gaps in social capital and civic involvement. They argue that online interactions are

in�uenced by o�ine social networks and suggest that understanding the complexities of digital civic engagement

requires considering both the a�ordances of online platforms and the underlying socio-economic structures that

shape participation patterns in di�erent countries.

● Fournier, P., & Grey, M. (2017). Taking stock of online consultation: A descriptive analysis of

Government of Canada online consultation activities since 2001. Canadian Public Administration,

60(3), 471-491.

● Masson, A. (2017). Young Canadians' online political engagement. In N. O'Doherty & R. Gibson

(Eds.), Digital Media, Participation, and Citizenship in Canada (pp. 199-213). University of Toronto

Press.
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● Bélanger, F., & Roy, J. (2019). Digital inequalities in Canada: The intersection of gender, age, education

and income. Information, Communication & Society, 22(11), 1545-1562.

● Harell, A., & Young, L. (2013). Canadian youth and political engagement: Understanding the

challenges and opportunities. Canadian Political Science Review, 7(2-3), 67-77.

● Esselment, A., & Nossal, K. R. (2016). Tweeting the Tory crisis: Party activity on social media during

the 2011 Canadian Election. Canadian Journal of Political Science, 49(2), 389-412.

● Gibson, R. K., & Klang, M. (2016). Young Canadians’ political engagement and the role of the

Internet: Are we talking politics online? Social Science Quarterly, 97(1), 15-32.

Various Modes of Civic Engagement in the Digital Era.

There are various modes of civic engagement available to citizens in democratic societies, along with the

challenges and opportunities inherent in civic engagement itself. Main �nding includes the following. I’ve been

also taking notes on how existing studies approach each of the following engagement modes especially in the

Canadian context.

1. Voting: Voting is one of the fundamental and direct ways citizens can engage in a democratic system. By

casting their votes in local, regional, and national elections, citizens choose representatives and leaders

who will make decisions on their behalf.

2. Participating in Elections: Beyond voting, citizens can become more actively engaged in the electoral

process by running for o�ce, supporting political candidates, and participating in campaign activities.

3. Contacting Elected Representatives: Citizens can engage with their elected representatives by writing

letters, making phone calls, or attending town hall meetings to express their opinions, concerns, and

preferences on various issues.

4. Petitions: Citizens can initiate or sign petitions to bring attention to speci�c causes, demand action on

particular issues, or propose changes to laws and policies.

5. Community Involvement: Engaging in local community activities, such as neighborhood watch

groups, community clean-ups, and volunteer work, allows citizens to actively contribute to the

well-being of their communities.

6. Joining Civil Society Organizations: Citizens can participate in various civil society organizations, such

as advocacy groups, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and community associations, to work

collectively towards shared goals and causes.
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7. Protests and Demonstrations: Peaceful protests and demonstrations provide citizens with a means to

express their grievances, advocate for change, and raise awareness about speci�c social, political, or

environmental issues.

8. Social Media and Online Activism: With the rise of social media, citizens can engage in online activism

by sharing information, raising awareness, and organizing campaigns to address societal issues and

in�uence public opinion.

9. Participating in Public Consultations: Some governments and organizations conduct public

consultations, inviting citizens to provide feedback on proposed policies, legislation, and major projects.

10. Engaging in Jury Duty: Participating in the legal system by serving on a jury is another form of civic

engagement, enabling citizens to be directly involved in the administration of justice.

11. Supporting Independent Media: Citizens can engage with independent media outlets by consuming

diverse and reliable information and supporting investigative journalism to stay informed about current

a�airs.

12. Voting in Referendums: In some democratic societies, citizens can directly in�uence decision-making

through referendums, where they vote on speci�c policy issues or constitutional changes.

13. Participating in Deliberative Forums: Deliberative forums bring citizens together to discuss and

exchange ideas on complex issues, encouraging open and respectful dialogue to reach common ground.

14. Engaging in Civic Education: Participating in civic education programs, workshops, and discussions

helps citizens better understand their rights, responsibilities, and the functioning of democratic

systems.

Research Questions

The theoretical and empirical analysis of digital civic engagement is centered around two key questions:

1) Has digital technology successfully in�uenced this speci�c mode of civic engagement? If so, what aspects of

digital technologies are playing a role, and what new opportunities and challenges have they brought to this

mode?

2) Fundamentally, what impact do these new digital technologies have on democracy itself? It is based on these

two questions that I have chosen to focus on a speci�c mode of engagement, voting, and conducted a

comprehensive literature review on the impact of internet voting on democracy.
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Case Studies in Digital Civic Engagement

Online Voting Project (with Alice):

This mini-project/case study produces the following pieces of research outputs:

1) Overview of the discussions on its literature, emphasizing controversial impacts on democratic values;

2) A comparative analysis of online voting trials across nations; and

3) an in-depth examination of select countries' cases – Estonia and the United States, addressing challenges,

opportunities, and prospects of online voting.

Online Voting and Democracy

In the literature on electronic democracy and electoral studies in political science, Internet voting is a highly

contested topic. This section overviews relevant scholarships and organizes the discussion around the following

four crucial theoretical debates:

● online voting and its in�uence on turnout

● its vulnerability to security risks

● its contribution to the basis of democracy

● its applicability across di�erent national contexts

Internet Voting and Electoral Turnout

For Internet voting optimists, their primary argument is that i-voting constitutes 'the ultimate in convenience

voting reforms (Alvarez, Hall, and Trechsel, 2009; Powell et al., 2012),' which can work as a remedy to low and

decreasing electoral participation rates. First and foremost, Internet voting is both cost- and time-saving.

Inspired by the rational choice approach, standard theories of electoral turnout often contend that the

probability of an individual's turnout in elections is partly a function of the costs implied in voting (Riker and

Ordeschook, 1968). Empirical research by File (2018) and Gomez, Hansford, and Krause (2007) also suggests

that any obstacles in the voting process, ranging from distance and transportation to polling stations to terrain

and bad weather conditions, may cost voters more time and money and decrease voter participation. Making
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voting online, in this regard, makes the trip to the polling station redundant. The unprecedented agility it brings

to the voting process can be considerably cost- and time-saving for citizens. According to Germann and Serdült

(2017), Internet voting also implies an extended voting deadline. Compared to postal voting, by which voters

have to send o� their voting materials several days before Election Day to ensure their ballots are counted on

time, Internet votes are delivered immediately. They can thus be submitted closer to Election Day. It may also

save voters the expenditure required and e�orts implied in postal voting, such as organizing a postage stamp.

Second, Internet voting increases accessibility. In addition to the obstacles mentioned above, citizens, especially

voters with health issues and disabilities, su�er from reduced mobility to travel to their polling stations on

Election Day and cast their votes. Digital voting technologies can empower these socially excluded groups to

overcome such participation hurdles and, thus, increase voter con�dence and their willingness to participate in

elections. Meanwhile, Internet voting can also bene�t people who live in remote areas and attract those

temporarily located out of their home country. Therefore, it is exceptionally compatible with modern mobile

lifestyles comprising travel, migration, and transnationalism. Furthermore, Internet voting can be especially

appealing to young people. As pointed out by Gibson (2005) and Vassil andWeber (2011), traditional

paper-and-pencil forms of voting are increasingly seen as outdated, especially among the wired younger

generation. Following this line of thinking, moving elections online is expected to raise the attractiveness of

voting and create a positive turnout e�ect.

Finally, Internet voting can have a transformative e�ect on election administration. With online voting, there

will be a reduced need for the government to deploy and operate the physical polling infrastructure and to equip

the voters with essential hardware (Goodman and Spicer, 2019). Less personnel will be required to perform

absentee voting and counting. As a result, Internet voting can reduce costs to electoral authorities. Additionally,

digital technologies in voting can make the tallying, tabulation, and delivery of election results faster and more

accurate (Goodman, Pammett, and DeBardeleben, 2010). The voting software can also identify unconsciously

produced invalid votes, which helps reduce possible ballot errors and other general ine�ciencies.

However, opponents of Internet voting criticize that while digital technologies may initiate better electoral

participation, the expectation of a massive turnout is often exaggerated and has yet to be materialized (Bochsler,

2010; Goodman, 2014). An argument by Berinsky (2005) notes that digital technologies can act as an additional
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barrier to already disadvantaged groups. In practice, many people would �nd it di�cult and resistant to use the

new technology, thus nullifying any promises presented in theory. Norris (2005) and Sciarini et al. (2013) also

compare the advantages of i-voting and postal voting, concluding that the extra convenience Internet voting can

o�er is minimal and may not be big enough to entice additional voters to the polls. In the study of 59 British

local entities in the context of the 2003 English local elections, Norris (2005) �nds that postal ballots were highly

e�ective at boosting turnout in British localities while i-voting proved less successful. Even in the cases of highly

e�ective pilot i-voting projects, Gibson (2005) �nds that curiosity and high levels of media attention play crucial

roles in driving up electoral participation in the initial phase when Internet voting was introduced. Such e�ects,

however, appear unlikely to persist in the longer run. Internet voting may not have a prolonged impact on

electoral turnout.

More importantly, citizens' decision to electoral participation is subject to far more complex factors. Political

disa�ection and disillusionment, for instance, is an outstanding issue. The disengaged and alienated citizenry

often lacks interest in engaging in politics and is particularly resistant to any changes (Vassil et al., 2016;

Yamamoto and Kushin, 2014). Meanwhile, public con�dence in the legitimacy of elections is equally crucial in

determining people's incentives to participate. Risks of third-party manipulation in transmitting ballots via the

Internet could raise concerns about the integrity of elections, which, in an extreme scenario, could even decrease

turnout (Birch, 2010; Gerber et al., 2013; Norris, 2014). Created as a convenient voting method, Internet voting

may appeal to those electorates who have abstained due to inconveniences and apparent mobility problems.

However, as concluded by Sharma (2020), it cannot act as a 'technological' �x to in-depth political and

socioeconomic issues beyond technological reasons.

The complex relationship between Internet voting and electoral participation has been manifested in several

existing empirical studies that present mixed empirical results about the nexus in multiple national contexts. For

example, in the Brazilian budget referendum and the 2000 Arizona Democratic Primaries, Spada et al. (2015)

and Solop (2001) draw similarly optimistic conclusions that the i-voting experiment signi�cantly increased

turnout. However, this e�ect was not observed by Segaard, Baldersheim, and Saglie (2013) in the context of

Norwegian local elections. Even for the single-case electoral research of Switzerland, conclusions still vary from

study to study. Whereas Serdült and Trechsel (2006) illustrates that Internet-voting increased turnout in the

Swiss canton of Zurich, Sciarini et al. (2013) and Germann and Serdült's (2017) study of the Genevan i-voting
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trials draw contradictory conclusions that Internet voting did not a�ect actual electoral turnout rates over a long

time span.

Internet Voting and Security Risks

The extant scholarship also di�ers dramatically in their perceptions of cybersecurity risks underlying the i-voting

process. Concerns about privacy and integrity typically top the list of counterarguments to electronic voting in

general and Internet voting in particular (for example, Scott, 2020; Vicens, 2019). For those studies, the risks

primarily come from the relaxation of control of the immediate voting environment. Moving elections online

implies that the election authorities can now only provide voters with a secure voting solution but not control

the environment for them. Citizens are granted the discretion to implement the solution in their preferred

manner. In the eyes of cybersecurity experts like Je�erson, et al. (2004b) andWolchok, et al. (2012), such an

electoral setting leads to many severe problems. Attackers can �nd ways to take over the voter's computer and

shut down the network with viruses or worms. They can also deny voters access to polls and fool individuals into

believing they are receiving legitimate data when this is not the case (spoo�ng) (Awad and Leiss, 2011). In any of

these circumstances, voter disenfranchisement becomes a viable threat to the legitimacy of elections. More than

that, the risks also take place on the client side. There seems to be a consensus that Internet voting schemes o�er

little or no protection against vote coercion, vote buying/selling, vote tempering, and voter (mis)identi�cation.

Voter privacy may also be breached when their activities may be monitored and recorded during the electoral

process.

However, these concerns are not unique to Internet voting. As illustrated in Krimmer, Duenas-Cid and

Krivonosova (2022), traditional voting may also result in service denials when Voters are denied easy access to

polls and when polling places are opening late, closing early, and running out of ballots. Traditional voting can

also be highly insecure. Problems such as vote buying/selling, voter coercion, vote tampering, and voter

identi�cation also exist in mail-in balloting. Absentee ballots mailed could also be stolen in the process (Krimmer

and Volkmer, 2005). Grounded in the notion that no practical system in the world is risk-free, scholars who

retain high hopes for the digitalization of elections tend to accept the trade-o�s between desirable properties of

electoral systems such as security, accessibility, accuracy, veri�ability, anonymity, transparency, and

cost-e�ectiveness (Willemson, 2018).
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To better proceed with Internet voting, a stream of literature focuses on drafting and establishing critical

principles required for secure electronic voting using the Internet (Alvarez and Hall, 2008; Kavakli, Gritzails and

Christos, 2007). High-level security and privacy requirements should be published early in development. Helm

(2021) proposes a comprehensive Internet-based system approach incorporating voter registration, voting

process, and counting. There have also been international e�orts to de�ne standards for Internet-enabled

elections. The Council of Europe published recommendations in 2004 and 2017, along with procedural

safeguards, to set operational and technical standards on accessibility, interoperability, system operation,

security, audit, and certi�cation caused by the i-voting process (Council of Europe, 2004 & 2017).

Several other research turns to technological innovations, exploring how the advancement of digital techniques

can better deal with security risks and �nd ways to enhance trust in and strengthen electorate’s commitment to

Internet voting. Wang et al. (2015) and Zissis and Lekkas (2011), for instance, suggests a cloud computing

architecture to identify vulnerabilities and secure electronic government services. Wang et al. (2017) overviews

di�erent cryptographic tools in the design of modern i-voting systems. Studies by Kshetri and Voas (2018) and

Abba et al. (2017) explore the possibility of constructing a more secure online voting system by applying

blockchain-enabled technologies.

Internet Voting and the Basis of Democracy

The right to vote is essential to a well-functioning democracy. The United Nation Universal Declaration of

Human Rights explicitly states that the right to take part in the conduct of public a�airs, including the right to

vote and to stand for election, is at the core of democratic governance. In the Code of Good Practices in

Electoral Matters, the European Commission for Democracy further elaborates on �ve main principles of

electoral law that underpin the basis of democracy: that are, universal, equal, free, secret, and direct su�rage

(Garrone, 2005). As the arrival of Internet voting often involves innovative manners di�erent from the

traditional ways of voting, whether moving elections online is a boom or loom for democracy has also become a

new focus of academic debate.

On the one hand, Internet voting plays a crucial role to equal participation. When voting is made possible from

all computers, elections become more accessible to people with limited mobility. It also enables the participation

of voters who leave their usual place of residence for a particular time. More than that, Germann (2021) argues
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that online voting is especially bene�cial for e�ective participation by reducing accidental residual votes. Unlike

some voters who intentionally skip some races and spoil their ballots as a form of protest (Solvak and Vassil,

2015), electorates are also prone to make accidental mistakes in the process, leading to the invalidation of their

votes. Accidental residual votes may occur when voters uncertain about electoral rules end up voting for more

candidates than are allowed or when they fail to mark ballots in a su�ciently clear way (Carman, Mitchell, and

Johns, 2008). Trivial as it may seem, Dahl (1989) stresses that it is likely to reinforce well-known inequalities in

representation stemming from unequal participation. In this regard, being able to identify these unconsciously

produced mistakes, Internet voting should make it more likely that votes enter the �nal count and, thus, increase

e�ective participation.

Kies and Kriesi 's (2005) research also appraises Internet voting's contribution to facilitating voter freedom.

With abundant sources of information available online, Internet voting may help reduce the dissemination of

untruthful and biased propaganda favoring speci�c individuals or organizations. Voters, as a result, enjoy more

freedom to form their own electoral opinions. Meanwhile, online voting further helps voters express their

opinions more freely by shielding them from the pressures and in�uences of others, especially from their parents

and seniors (Internet Policy Institute, 2001).

On the other hand, however, Internet voting can also bring detrimental harm to some of the democratic

principles. Pratchett et al.'s (2005) critics, for example, cast doubt on achieving universal access to private

computers. It is no secret that Internet di�usion rates vary signi�cantly across nation-states. Even in the most

developed societies, many people are unfamiliar with new technologies, and some have never used a computer

(Auer andMendez, 2005). Suppose universal access to digital technologies is unlikely ever to be achieved. In that

case, some voters without access to a computer at home and/or at their workplace may be deprived of their

voting rights. By implication, the introduction of Internet voting would run counter to the principle of

universal su�rage. Similarly, when the security and reliability of online voting are not ensured, vote

disenfranchisement may happen, rendering the free expression of voters' opinions no longer possible (Garrone,

2005). As an outcome, both principles of universal and free/e�ective su�rage will be violated.

Following a social network perspective, Unt, Solvak, and Vassil (2017) worries that moving elections online may

also bear the risk of turning voting rituals into yet another isolated, individual action on par with other tri�e
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things people do online. Without reduced exposure to political discussions and engaging in the collective

exercise of democratic participation, Internet voting may endanger the social nature of voting and possibly

reduce the crucial sense of social responsibility and civic duty.

Empirical Case Study: A Comparative Approach

At the turn of the twenty-�rst century, Internet voting was �rst trialed in the 2000 Arizona Democratic

Primaries. In 2002, i-voting experiments were o�cially adopted in the United Kingdom and quickly expanded

to several countries worldwide, including at least Australia, Estonia, Canada, Norway, and Switzerland. In recent

years, the great hopes for the digitization of elections have also attracted a few more countries to follow suit.

Scotland, for instance, has opened a public consultation on electronic voting, internet voting, and other

advanced voting technologies. India has tested alternative online voting systems for non-resident Indians and

disabled voters (Anooja, 2016). Lithuania also plans to roll out i-voting systems for overseas electorates (LRT

English, 2020).

The implementation of Internet-voting experiments, however, di�ers signi�cantly from country to country. In

Table 1 below, we classify the i-voting practices of these pioneering nation-states into four distinct types.

Countries �rst conducted Internet voting in di�erent scopes. In some countries like Canada, Australia, France,

Brazil, and Switzerland, those experiments were limited in scope, typically occurring in local and regional

settings. The Netherlands, by contrast, introduced online voting at the Dutch 2006 national parliamentary

election, where both stand-alone electronic voting machines nationwide and Internet voting for citizens living

abroad were employed (Schryen and Rich, 2009). Estonia is the �rst country worldwide to o�er citizens the

option of legally binding, universal Internet voting without any preconditions.

Table 1. Variation of Internet Voting Practices Across Countries

Suspension after Security
Problems

Continuation after Security
Problems

Nation-wide Internet
Voting

Netherland Estonia

Local/Regional
Internet Voting

Canada, Australia, France, Norway Switzerland
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Countries also responded to security concerns of Internet voting with varying strategies. In Ireland and

Germany, both governments introduced electronic voting machines in the early 2000s, but concerns about their

susceptibility to security risks quickly prevented them from putting these devices into practice. Several countries

also chose to abandon experimentation with i-voting after the �rst few trials. For example, Norway trialed

Internet voting in 2011 and 2013 but eventually discontinued these e�orts due to mounting public concerns

about the system's security. Similarly, France was an early adopter of Internet voting in legislative elections for

overseas territories. However, immediately after the 2016 U.S. Presidential elections, where evidence suggested

Russia's intervention with political campaigns, France declared that electronic voting would not be allowed in its

2017 Presidential election and has stopped the practice of Internet voting ever since. On the contrary, amidst

increasing cybersecurity concerns across the international community, countries like Switzerland and Estonia

still allow the continuation of Internet voting in their national electoral systems.

As illustrated in Table 1, Estonia and the United States represent two drastically di�erent paths toward

electronic government and digital democracy. In the sections below, we explore in more detail the

implementation and evolution of Internet voting systems in these two countries.

INTERNET VOTING IN ESTONIA

In 2005, Estonia adopted a nationwide remote voting system. So far, the country has experienced a total of eight

Internet-enabled voting practices for local, national, and European elections. The Estonian National Electoral

Committee hosts a website where citizens can cast their binding ballots. Eligible voters must use their electronic

I.D. card, a compulsory identi�cation system for all Estonian residents, and a PIN code to identify themselves to

enter the system for casting their votes (Heiberg, Parsovs, andWillemson, 2015).

Impacts on Electoral Turnout

Historical analyses of Internet voting in Estonia illustrate a striking trend: Since its inception, the digital

electoral system has attracted substantial growth in online votes. In the 2005 local elections, only 9,317 residents

voted over the Internet, comprising a mere 1.9 percent of all votes received. However, the share of Internet votes

increased almost 15 times in succeeding elections, reaching 30.5 percent in the 2015 national elections (Vassil et

al., 2016). In 2019, i-votes during the Riigikogu elections constituted 43.8 percent of all votes. In the European
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Parliament elections held inMay 2019, the share reached 46.7 percent. Ehin et al. (2022) predict that a

continuation of this trend would lead to the majority of votes cast electronically in the 2023 general elections.

Nevertheless, a de�nitive conclusion has yet to be drawn on the impact of Internet voting on electoral turnout in

Estonia. Trechsel and Vassil (2010), for example, report signi�cant e�ects of Internet voting that increased

turnout by 2.6 percent in the 2009 local elections. However, Bochsler’s (2010) study counterargues that the

increase in turnout was, in fact, associated with other political and socioeconomic variables. Internet voting, as a

result, was found to have no e�ect. The expected impact of a massive turnout, according to Solvak and Vassil

(2017), seems to be a misplaced hope. The main e�ect of Internet voting is not an increase but the stabilization

of turnout at 63 to 64 percent in national elections in Estonia.

Impacts on Democratic Principles

In addition to the substantial growth in Internet voting, there has been a transformation in the demographic

distribution of those electronic voters. Trechsel and Vassil (2010) observe small but signi�cant demographic

biases in these early i-voting trials in Estonia. First-time Internet voters in the country were likely to be ethnic

Estonians, college-educated, wealthy, and early middle-aged (aged 35-45). Ethnic Russians, by contrast, appeared

less enthusiastic about this new digital technology. However, since the 2015 national election, such biases have

reportedly disappeared. Even computer literacy, which used to be a strong predictor of i-voting, no longer

mattered. It means people with poor computer skills were as likely to vote online as their counterparts who

excelled in digital technologies.

These empirical results have led Solvak and Vassil (2016) to believe that Internet voting in Estonia has

successfully spread from a small and resourceful elite group to reach a broad mass of the less privileged

population. By implication, the rapid process of i-voting di�usion within the country contributes to universal

and equal democratic participation.

However, several studies warn of a new divide caused by the practice of Internet voting in Estonia. More

particularly, The Center Party, the main left-wing party in the country, reportedly received three to four times

fewer votes online than o�ine in the past three parliamentary elections. Centrist voters appeared less committed

to online voting than their counterparts from other parties, especially the liberal Reform Party. Internet voting,
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in this case, can distort election results, particularly in close elections. As concluded by Lust (2015), i-voting

practices in Estonia are becoming more politically biased. Even worse, Kitsing (2011) points out that the

availability of innovative platforms for online political participation has yet to engage the public in the legislative

process. Estonians are still unwilling to express their views about new laws in the government portal. Online

democratic participation, therefore, remains largely unimproved.

Security Risks and Government Responses

The vulnerability of its Internet voting system is not new to Estonians. In April 2007, just two years after its �rst

i-voting experiments, the country su�ered a massive cyberattack that suddenly swamped the government and

crucial bank and media websites with tra�c. Consequently, bank machines stopped working, and crucial

internet infrastructure ground to a halt. Meanwhile, the complicated relationship between Tallinn and the

Kremlin exposes Estonia to possible cyberattacks from Russia. The most recent security scandal occurred in

2017 when In�neon, a multinational enterprise producing the Estonian ID card chip, was disclosed with a

severe security vulnerability that a�ected around 800,000 Estonian ID cards and millions of cards used

worldwide.

Rather than backing away from this new digital innovation, the Estonian government has chosen to maintain

the system and strive to become a world pioneer in Internet voting. In addition to re�ning its digital technique

for several years, the country has further incorporated the aim to build a secure voting platform as part of its

more profound national campaign to achieve the digital transformation of society. For example, the Estonian

Information System Authority (RIA) was established in 2011 to administer the country's information systems.

This government agency is not just a cybersecurity governor but is also responsible for the core e-government

systems (Fillion, 2020). In 2014, Estonia also became the �rst country in the world to launch e-Residency, a

transnational digital identity that anyone in the world can apply for (Microsoft, 2017). Despite the cybersecurity

concerns, online voting stays more ‘sticky’ than conventional voting among Estonian residents. Solvak and Vassil

(2017) �nd that about 80 percent of Internet voters will continue to vote online in the next two elections. In

comparison, about 60 percent of conventional voters will continue to vote in person at the polling station.

Institutional Building of Digital Infrastructure
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Estonia's striking success in implementing - and sustaining - Internet voting nationwide has attracted the world's

attention to look for its secret recipe. There seems to be a consensus that the introduction and successful

development of Internet voting must be viewed in the context of a broader state-led e�ort to build one of the

world's most advanced systems of e-governance.

Estonia's institutional building of a digital state primarily involves an early adoption and fast penetration of the

Internet and computerization. Immediately after restoring independence from Soviet domination in 1991, the

Estonian government took a bold step to embrace digital technology. Under the 'Tiger Leap Program,' launched

in 1996, all Estonian schools were provided with computer classrooms and connected to the Internet.

Computer science became a required subject to raise citizens' digital awareness. Businesses and local

governments also built public-private partnerships to make wireless Internet available in public places free of

charge. Public libraries soon became internet hubs, enabling older people to access government services online

(Roonemaa, 2017). The government further endeavored to move many public services online. In the 2000s,

Estonian residents could �le taxes, register a business, and apply for social bene�ts remotely on the Internet.

Most Estonians also embraced the development of information technologies as a national priority. Following the

collapse of Communism, Estonian citizens took pride in the formation of a digital state as a way to distinguish

the country from other post-Communist societies (Kitsing, 2011).

Consequently, these pioneering policies have signi�cantly improved digital competencies, capabilities, and

attitudes among Estonia's residents. Statistics show that today, 79 percent of Estonians are frequent Internet

users, more than in any other East European country (Lust, 2018). The share of households with an Internet

connection in the country has increased from 37 percent in 2005 to 90 percent in 2020. Mobile broadband

penetration is also among the highest in the world, standing at 158 subscriptions per 100 inhabitants in 2020

(OECD, 2023). These achievements have undoubtedly laid a solid foundation for the fast di�usion of Internet

voting in the country.

Perhaps the most crucial institution built for the Etonian digital society was the issuance of the national I.D.

card in 2002. The Estonian ID card is a state-issued identity document mandatory for Estonian and E.U.

citizens residing permanently in Estonia. This digital I.D. also replaced many other I.D. cards, from bank cards

to health insurance cards, and can authenticate a person's identity and sign documents online (Alvarez, Hall,
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and Treschel, 2009). I.D. cards' capacity to strongly bind digital and physical identities has allowed the Estonian

government to completely rethink and transform public services.

Before the introduction of Internet voting in 2005, Estonia also endeavored to establish comprehensive legal and

regulatory institutions that facilitate the digitization process. It is commonly known that legislation change can

be a slow process: alongside the time required for drafting and editing, it also requires reaching di�cult -

sometimes impossible - political agreements. This is especially challenging for Internet voting. As illustrated by

Ehin et al. (2022), as legislation is often prescriptive with paper-based procedures in mind, internet voting

cannot be easily integrated into existing legislation.

The legal framework �rst established multiple laws to build and protect digital citizenship in Estonia. For

instance, the 1999 Identity Documents Act includes detailed provisions for digital I.D. cards. The 2000 Digital

Signatures Act regulates the use of legally binding digital signatures. The Population Register Act and the

Personal Data Protection Act regulate the use of data containing information on all citizens and residents of

Estonia (Ehin et al., 2022). In 2002, the parliament then passed a series of electoral acts, including the Riigikogu

Election Act, the Local Government Council Election Act, and the ReferendumAct. These legislations

introduced the possibility of i-voting in local, national, and European elections and referenda, along with

detailed clauses on vote counting, including cancellation of multiple votes. In this context, implementing

Internet voting seemed like a natural extension of the existing electronic government services.

Public Trust of Internet Voting

Finally, the institutional innovations of a digital state have enabled a high level of trust among Estonian voters.

Uni�ed theories of acceptance and use of technology have identi�ed trust as a major precondition for technology

adoption and use (Carter and Bélanger, 2005; Carter and Campbell, 2011). Especially for digital technologies

for electoral systems, proposals for Internet voting systems are often based on the assumption that voters'

computers provide a trusted computing platform. Regardless of the remote voting methodology, the public

must trust the electoral process enough to accept the results. In everyday politics, political parties play a crucial

role in shaping the attitude of voters toward Internet voting. Ehin and Solvak (2021) illustrate that due to the

complexity of the systems in question, most voters cannot form independent opinions on the system's
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trustworthiness. Therefore, they are likely to rely on signals from trusted political parties to shape their

trust/distrust of the i-voting system.

With over 40 percent of the population casting their votes online, Estonia today has built a solid foundation of

trust in the digitized electoral system. Solvak and Vassil's (2016) longitudinal study of Estonian Internet voters

from 2005 to 2019 �nds that while there are some �uctuations across time and the type of election, the share of

voters who trust i-voting hovers around 70 percent. A survey also con�rms that on a scale of 0-10 measuring

their trust in Internet voting, over 60 percent of Estonian voters pick values between 6 and 10. Moreover,

Internet voting in Estonia has also enjoyed persisting political support. In history, three left parties - the Center

Party, the People's Union, and its successor, the Conservative People's Party - challenged the legality of online

voting in Estonian and European courts (Lust, 2018). Nonetheless, party-based opposition has gradually waned

over time. Instead, they have taken turns in shouldering the responsibilities of the government (Ehin and Solvak,

2021).

High usage rates and trust among the electorate suggest that Internet voting is longer considered an experiment

in Estonia. Instead, it has become a routinized practice essential to the regular framework for conducting

elections. As a result, the normalization and entrenchment of Internet voting make it di�cult for any political

actor to advocate discontinuation. With a range of domestic actors now deeply vested in the continued

performance of the digital system, the political and reputational costs of abandoning i-voting would be very

high, extending far beyond the realm of election administration.

More importantly, the high level of trust in Internet voting has also reformulated the government's perception

of potential security risks. In the face of cyber-interference attempts, the discussion dominating Estonian politics

today is not about whether or not to use technology in elections but how to facilitate structural and cultural

changes to foster a holistic climate of cybersecurity and trust (Fillion, 2020). In addition to anticipating and

mitigating risks, the government and electoral authorities have been committed to improving, developing, and

updating the technological, legal, and organizational aspects of the Internet voting system. Consequently,

Estonia's high trust in the digital government survived a series of cybersecurity crises. After the most recent I.D.

card scandal in 2017, Estonian authorities resolved the crisis by developing a software update to bypass the

vulnerability without replacing the a�ected cards. A 2020 survey by Raag (2020) shows that 82 percent of
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residents still trust Estonian e-governance and digital services; among working-age respondents, the �gure even

stands at 88 percent.

INTERNET VOTING IN THE UNITED STATES

Public awareness of Internet voting in America signi�cantly grew after the �asco of the U.S. presidential election

in 2000. Many voters from Florida failed to punch the voting card cleanly, a form of voting whereby voters

punch holes in voting cards with a ballot marking device. Such vulnerability to human errors might have swayed

the 2000 election to Bush. In addition, many voters misunderstood the rules and simultaneously voted for a

presidential and a vice presidential candidate in U.S. elections. In this context, Internet voting was quickly

trialed in the context of a binding election in 2000 for the Arizona Democratic Primaries. In 2002, Washington

passed the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), investing billions of federal and state tax dollars in updating older

voting technologies. The outcome was the Secure Electronic Registration and Voting Experiment project

(SERVE) launched in 2004. Under the supervision of the Department of Defense, SERVE was designed to

facilitate registration and voting over the Internet.

Internet Voting in a Limited Scope

However, America's i-voting experiments remain within a small scope. The 2004 SERVE system, for instance,

was only trialed among residents in seven states (Arkansas, Florida, Hawaii, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Utah, andWashington) who agreed to participate. Additionally, it was restricted to overseas voters and military

personnel. At present, 25 states are allowing ballots to be returned via email or a web portal. These pilot

programs remain open only to overseas residents, military service members, and voters with disabilities. No

nationwide Internet-enabled elections have taken place. These experiments so far have also been small.

Electronic votes in the state pilot programs represented less than 0.2 percent of the total ballots cast in 2020.

Decentralized State in Digital Infrastructure Building

Compared to the concerted national building of the digital state of Estonia, America's capacity to construct a

nationwide digital society has been largely decentralized. Fillion (2020) delineates that U.S. states pursue

completely di�erent paths toward the digital revolution. While some places have launched experiments to

revolutionize ways of voting, others still struggle to make sure old, computerized machines are working, with

slow progress made. Absent centralized coordination e�orts at the top, socioeconomic status has also become a
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great deal of in�uence over the accessibility - thus di�usion - of Internet voting in the United States. Young,

educated, and a�uent voters (as well as white voters in the U.S.) have better computer skills than old,

uneducated, and poor voters (and racial minorities), leading to unequal electoral participation over the Internet.

Furthermore, the decentralized political system in the United States also makes it di�cult for the country to

establish the required legal framework similar to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe.

The lack of legal institutions for Internet voting will negatively a�ect the potential likelihood of building trust in

American society. Te�er (2017), therefore, believes that America's fear of big government is what makes

widespread I-voting unlikely anytime soon.

Emphasis on Security Risks

Like Estonia's digitized electoral system, Internet voting experiments in the United States also su�er criticism

about their security vulnerabilities. Je�erson, et al. (2004), for example, warn that the 2004 SERVE system of its

security failures both on the server and the user side. InWest Virginia, the rollout of a blockchain-based mobile

voting app, Voatz, to deployed and overseas military personnel also experiences similar weaknesses. A group of

MIT researchers pinpoints that not only is this electoral software susceptible to hackers' altering, stopping, or

exposing how an individual user has voted. Its use of a third-party vendor for voter identi�cation and veri�cation

also poses potential privacy issues for users (Parks, 2019; Abazorius, 2020). Rutgers Law School professors and

students also challenge an app-based ballot system launched in New Jersey for its 33 local elections (Kiefer,

2020).

However, what is unique to the United States is that the lack of trust and usage of Internet voting in American

society have quickly driven up the public's doubts and reluctance to embrace digital technologies, especially

when encountering cybersecurity risks. The memories of Russia's aggressive interference in the 2016 presidential

election have become a watershed. The con�dential materials were released to the public, indicating the

Kremlin's apparent attempts to in�uence the outcome of the U.S. presidential election by hacking the

Democratic National Committee's system in 2016. In response, mainstream press reports and political

commentators in the country quickly turned to emphasize the threat of howmalicious foreign actors can use

information and communications technologies to undermine America's democratic processes. Sanger, Perlroth

and Barnes (2021) reported that the White House was essentially caught o� guard when Russia successfully
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launched the widespread attack now believed to have a�ected upward of 250 federal agencies and businesses.

The Kremlin's success without hacking election infrastructure further reveals the weaknesses of protection

measures in the United States against global interference (Stone, 2020). Even worse, as Brattberg andMaurer

(2018) highlight, the cyber-attack was paired with a disinformation campaign whose scope and reach are still

being assessed more than a year later.

Compared to Estonia and many other i-voting pioneers, the United States appears more susceptible to a

worst-case scenario in cybersecurity attacks. While although cyber threats are there in Estonia, no hacking of its

electoral process is known to the public. The scandal has more or less blown over. However, Foer (2020)

expresses deep concerns about many terrifying possibilities that might happen with Internet voting in the

context of the United States. A hostile group - Russia, Iran, QAnonn - could overwhelm the vote-casting portal

at the last minute. Due to the lack of public trust in the digital electoral system, any (perceived) security threat

would most likely ignite an endless legal battle in the country and erode what little con�dence is left in our

democracy (Mestel, 2022). Following these cautionary narratives, many states have put the brakes on their

previous experimentation with Internet voting.
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